Poetry Submission Requirements

- Deadline for submission is extended to March 19, 2020.
- Only one poem per individual will be submitted for publication.
- Maximum length for each poem is one (1) page, using Times New Roman font, size 12, single spaced. Longer poems will not be included.
- The poem must be typed in Microsoft Word and e-mailed as an attachment to the rplchildrenslibrarian@gmail.com or hand delivered to Ms. Carol no later than Thursday, March 19, 2020.
- One page only shall be submitted, with the poem's title at the top of the page and the author's name at the bottom of the page, with the submission cover sheet.
- Selected poems received by the library by March 19, 2020 will be published in the Raritan Valley Federation of Libraries Poetry Program Anthology.
- Poems will not be returned.
- All poems remain property of the author.
- A copy of the Anthology will be given to participating poets.

Please complete the attached forms (Poetry Submission Sheet and Poet's Short Biography with permission slip) and scan them or return them to Ms. Carol.

Raritan Public Library
54 East Somerset Street
Raritan, NJ 08869
(908) 725-0413
Rplchildren'slibrarian@gmail.com

*Original poems only accepted.